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Abstract

Using unique real time quarterly macroeconomic projections of the Eurosystem/ECB staff, we esti-

mate competing specifications of the ECB’s monetary policy reaction function. We consider specifications

which include inflation and output growth projections, a past inflation gap, a time varying natural real

interest rate and different inflation targets. Our first key finding is that the de facto inflation target of

the ECB lies between 1.6% and 1.8%. Our second key finding is that the ECB reacts both to short-term

macroeconomic projections and to past deviations of inflation from its de facto target.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, inflation has been persistently low in many economies. As a response, policy rates have

been cut to very low levels, and new measures have been introduced to maintain an accommodative stance

of monetary policy. The low inflation and interest rate environment have raised the question of whether and

how the current monetary policy framework should be reformed (see e.g. Williams (2017); Bernanke (2017a,

2017b); Bullard (2018); Honkapohja & Mitra (2018)). In the case of the ECB, there has also been a vivid

debate on the precise numerical target for inflation and possible asymmetry of the ECB’s policy responses.

The debate on the ECB’s price stability objective stems from the fact that its inflation aim is not precisely

defined in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. In 1998, the ECB’s Governing Council

defined price stability as a ’year-on-year increase in the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices (HICP) for

the euro area of below 2% ’. In 2003, the Governing Council clarified that ‘in the pursuit of price stability

it aims to maintain inflation rates below, but close to, 2% over the medium term’. This clarification can

be seen as an effort to reduce uncertainty about the lower bound of the inflation aim relative to the earlier

definition and to provide a buffer against large negative shocks to inflation.

As discussed in Hartmann & Smets (2018), the exact formulation by the Governing Council in 2003 was

a compromise that maximised that buffer, while remaining consistent with the definition of price stability.

With this reformulation, the inflation aim remained nevertheless ambiguous.1 In particular, although the

ECB communication stresses symmetry, the expression ‘below, but close to 2% ’ has some feel of asymmetry

and the exact numerical target is not spelled out.2

Not surprisingly, the ECB’s inflation aim has been interpreted in various ways. For example, Miles et

al. (2017) point out that the ECB’s ‘target itself is perceived as asymmetric’. They also note that there
1Apel & Claussen (2017) classify three different categories for inflation targeting. A point target refers to a single number.

If certain deviations from the point target are ‘acceptable’ for the central bank, it is complemented with a tolerance band. In
the case of a target range, a targeted inflation interval is announced without any specific desirable level of inflation.

2According to the ECB strategy, ‘the Governing Council’s aim to keep euro area inflation below, but close to, 2% over the
medium term signifies a commitment to avoiding both inflation that is persistently too high and inflation that is persistently
too low ’. For example, in March 2016 Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank, stated: ‘The key point is
that the Governing Council is symmetric in the definition of the objective of price stability over the medium term.’ (https:
//www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pressconf/2016/html/is160310.en.html). See also the speech of President Draghi in June 2016:
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2016/html/sp160602.en.html.
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‘is uncertainty about what ‘close to, but below’ means’. Regarding the public, survey evidence indicates

that knowledge of households about the ECB’s inflation target is ‘far from perfect ’ (van der Cruijsen et al.

(2015)). Different interpretations of the inflation target and/or vague monetary policy communication may

increase inefficiency in monetary policy making, give rise to risks of de-anchored inflation expectations and,

hence, jeopardize the effective transmission of monetary policy. After introducing new policy measures, the

ECB has strengthened its communication and adopted a forward guidance framework in order to reduce

uncertainty concerning its reaction function and future policy actions.3

In this paper, we are specifically interested in assessing the ECB’s own interpretation of the price stability

objective and its reaction function. Using unique real time quarterly macroeconomic projections of the

Eurosystem/ECB staff, we attempt to quantify the gist of the expression ‘below, but close to 2% ’. First, we

consider the levels toward which the ECB inflation projections converge in the medium term. Second, we

estimate a large number of alternative output growth gap based reaction functions in order to directly infer

the ECB’s de facto inflation target. Finally, using primarily the real GDP growth as a cyclical variable, we

estimate more general reaction function specifications, which allow the ECB to react (either symmetrically

or asymmetrically) also to past inflation gaps, determined by the deviations of realized inflation from the

de facto target. In all cases, we pay special attention to the relevant forecast horizon in monetary policy

making.

A novel feature of our analysis is that our dataset includes the Eurosystem/ECB staff quarterly macroe-

conomic projections of inflation and real GDP growth made in 1999-2016. Consequently, we are able to

estimate the reaction function with a subset of the very same information the Governing Council has avail-

able when it decides on the monetary policy stance.4 As emphasized by Woodford (2007), an important

feature of “optimal” monetary policy is that it should respond to the projected future path of the economy

and not only to current conditions.

Our sample period, 1999Q4-2016Q4, covers the relatively stable pre-crisis years as well as the recent turbulent
3See e.g. Cœuré (2017).
4To our knowledge, earlier reaction function estimations using the ECB’s projections have been based on annual information

only with one exception: Hartmann and Smets (2018). Fischer et al. (2009) examine euro area monetary analysis in 1999–2006
using quarterly information.
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years characterised by the financial crisis, the sovereign debt crisis and low inflation. Using sub-sample

analysis and recursive estimations, we analyse the stability of estimated parameters of the ECB’s reaction

function over time. In addition to the targeted rate of inflation, we conduct a robustness analysis with

respect to the time span of forward-looking and backward-looking variables in the reaction function and

with respect to time varying long-run natural real interest rates. We assess the performance of estimated

reaction functions by comparing their in-sample predictions against the key interest rates. In the analysis

of the most recent period when standard interest rate policy has approached its effective lower bound, we

evaluate the performance of our estimated functions by comparing their out-of-sample predictions against

shadow interest rates estimated by Kortela (2016) and by Wu & Xia (2016).

Our extensive analyses based on alternative approaches and unique real time data indicate that the de facto

inflation target of the Governing Council lies between 1.6% and 1.8%. This finding is consistent with the fact

that the Eurosystem/ECB staff medium-term inflation projections have had a tendency to converge rapidly

on values well below 2%. We also find that the ECB not only conditions its interest rate decisions on short-

term macroeconomic projections, but also on past inflation developments. This is also consistent with the

recent ECB communication, according to which the launch of asset purchase programmes can be justified as

a response to too-prolonged a period of low inflation. Finally, we find some evidence of asymmetry in policy

rules in which we fix the inflation target to 2%. However, the out-of-sample predictions of the symmetric

reaction function with a low de facto target outperform the asymmetric reaction function during the zero

lower bound period.

In earlier studies, euro area monetary policy has also been widely examined using alternative specifications

of the classical Taylor rule (Taylor 1993).5 Monetary policy analysis has often been based on real-time

information. As a proxy for real time information, the ECB Survey of Professional Forecasters (ECB SPF)

(e.g. Gerlach & Lewis (2014)) and Consensus Forecast (e.g. Gorter et al. (2008)) have been used. Some

authors have also used the ECB’s macroeconomic projections (e.g. Belke & Klose (2011); Bletzinger &

Wieland (2017)). As the ECB projections were published only for full calendar years until 2017, quarterly

variation in the projections has been taken into account in reaction function estimations so far only by
5See e.g. Clarida et al. (1998).
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Hartmann & Smets (2018). Close to our study is also an article by Bletzinger & Wieland (2017), who also

estimate a forecast-based reaction function for the euro area in order to assess the targeted level of inflation

and the ECB policy during the zero lower bound period. Their analysis is based on the ECB SPF survey

and the ECB projections for full calendar years. The main difference from our approach is that they do

not take into account the impact of past inflation deviations from the target, and their cyclical variable is

defined as a difference between output growth and the European Commission’s estimate of potential output

growth.6

The paper is organised as follows. The Eurosystem/ECB staff projections are described and their medium-

term convergence is examined in section 2. Alternative specifications of the monetary policy reaction function

and estimation results are presented in section 3. In section 4, we discuss in-sample and out-of-sample

predictions of different reaction functions. Concluding remarks are provided in section 5.

2 The Data and Eurosystem/ECB projections

2.1 Data description

Our dataset includes the real time Eurosystem/ECB staff projections made in 1999Q4-2016Q4 for the euro

area year-on-year HICP inflation rate and year-on-year real GDP growth rate. These projections are pub-

licly available as annual data for full calendar years, but our analyses are based on confidential quarterly

information.7

For both the inflation rate and real GDP growth rate our data include real time estimates of previous-quarter

values, current-quarter values (nowcast estimates) and real time projections until the end of each forecast

horizon. The projections in our data cover the current and next two calendar years. The “final” data, i.e.

revised data, for our purposes, are the latest available vintages published by Eurostat in the spring of 2017.

The euro area GDP data are seasonally and working day adjusted.
6Earlier studies of possible asymmetries in ECB monetary policy include Aguiar & Martins (2008), Surico (2003, 2007) and

Ikeda (2010).
7See the ECB (2016) and Alessi et al. (2014) for a detailed description of the Eurosystem/ECB staff projections exercises.
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Projection errors increase substantially with the length of the forecast horizon reflecting real time challenges

in actual monetary policy making.8 The mean errors (ME) for the one to four-quarters-ahead inflation

projections (real GDP growth projections) are -0.02, -0.06. -0.11 and -0.13 (-0.11, 0.07, 0.29 and 0.51). The

corresponding root mean squared errors (RMSE) for inflation are 0.37, 0.59, 0.78 and 0.95 and for real GDP

growth 0.96, 1.33, 1.68 and 1.96. A limited forecast accuracy in the medium to long term is not specific to the

ECB and the Eurosystem. Charemza & Ladley (2016) have analyzed inflation forecasts made in 2000-2011

in ten inflation targeting central banks (the ECB is not included in the study). They show that compared

to the CESifo World Economic Survey forecasts, the central banks’ one-year-ahead inflation forecasts are

biased towards the inflation target. According to their analysis, the bias is even stronger in two-years-ahead

inflation forecasts.9

Our dataset also includes the EONIA interest rate, the MRO rate and shadow interest rates estimated by

Kortela (2016) and Wu & Xia (2016).10 The shadow rates follow closely the EONIA rate until about mid-

2014, but thereafter it starts falling strongly into a negative territory reflecting the quantitative easing of

the ECB (see figure A1.1).

We also calculate several time varying ex ante and ex post proxies of the long-run natural real interest

rate, which are constructed using yields on German government bonds of different maturities or a composite

nominal yield of ten-year euro area government bonds (see figure A1.2). The composite nominal yield is

constructed by the ECB by aggregation using GDP weights. We use these different proxies of the natural

rate because of measurement issues. Differences in long-term bond yields of different euro area economies

were small until around the inception of global financial crisis in our sample, so it does not make a great

difference whether the German government bonds or composite yield is used for that period. Since about

2007, however, the difference becomes significant, and the German government bond yields are likely to
8We define projection errors as the difference between projections and realizations.
9Charemza & Ladley’s (2016) analysis includes ten inflation targeting central banks: Australia, Canada, Chile, Czech

Republic, Korea, New Zealand, Mexico, Norway, Poland and Sweden. See Sveriges Riksbank (2017) for the accuracy of
Riksbank’s inflation forecasts.

10A shadow rate is a summary measure of monetary policy stance, capturing unconventional as well as conventional policy
measures. It indicates how much the central bank would have lowered the interest rates had the zero lower bound not been
binding, i.e. it reflects monetary policy stance in very low or negative interest rates environments. Differences between
alternative shadow rates for the euro area based on different methods are typically quite large. However, they all indicate that
the ECB’s monetary policy stance has recently been very accommodative. In Kortela (2016), the shadow rate is based on a
multifactor shadow rate term structure model (SRTSM) with a time varying lower bound.
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be a better proxy for the euro area risk free nominal rate, as it corresponds to the lowest of the ten-year

government bond yields. However, this is not necessarily the best proxy for the euro area long-run natural

rate, i.e. for the rate which would stabilise the euro area economy as a whole, in the long run. The literature

in general uses either short-term bond yields or long-term bond yields to approximate the natural rate.

2.2 Medium-term convergence of inflation and output growth projections

The Eurosystem/ECB staff inflation projections provide suggestive evidence of the ECB’s de facto inflation

target. Projected values of the economic variables, including inflation, at the end of the forecast horizon are

largely determined by the models’ long-run equilibria, i.e. values to which they are expected to converge

in the absence of new shocks hitting the economy. This is important for the determination of inflation

itself, since empirical literature largely agrees that the central bank forecasts have an impact on the private

sector’s inflation forecasts and expectations.11 It is important to note that the ECB inflation projections

are conditioned on market expectations of the interest rate (since June 2006), and not on some “optimal

state contingent path of the interest rates”. Therefore, the projected inflation does not reflect the ECB’s

desired path of inflation per se. However, one can plausibly argue that the projected inflation rates at the

end of the forecast horizon give the public a good guideline for inflation which the ECB considers consistent

with its mandate. This is supported by the fact that inflation forecasts have typically converged to the

appromixity of “close but below two” already after about six quarters. There is rather little movement in

inflation forecasts thereafter as we show below.

Figure 1 illustrates the inflation projections. It shows two separate medians of the inflation projections

based on whether the latest observed inflation rate during each projection exercise has been above or below

1.9%. More precisely, we have organized the projection data in figure 1 in the following way: the label “F0”

on the horizontal axis refers to the median value of nowcast estimates from all the projection vintages and

the labels “F1”-”F11” refer to the median values of the corresponding inflation projections for 1-11 quarters

ahead. In addition to the medians, figure 1 also presents the highest and lowest inflation projections for

different forecast horizons.
11See e.g. Fujiwara (2005), Hubert (2015) and Lyziak & Paloviita (2018).
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[Figure 1]

Figure 1 shows that the medians of projections made at times when the recent observed inflation rate is high

(i.e. higher than 1.9%) converge to 1.70-1.80% after six quarters. At the same time, however, the medians

of projections starting from lower inflation conditions (i.e. 1.9% or lower) converge to slightly lower rates

around 1.60-1.75%. Lower medians converge to their eventual rates in a rather linear fashion, while the

evolution of the higher medians has a somewhat different shape: the median projections for five and six

quarters ahead are slightly below the medians at the end of the forecast horizon, i.e. inflation is projected

to temporarily undershoot when inflation has been initially above 1.9%.

It is notable in figure 1 that regardless of the current level of inflation, after about six quarters the median

inflation projections are already in the proximity of their levels at the end of the forecast horizon. When

compared to the actual realized inflation, the projected inflation exhibits stronger and faster mean reversion.

Similarly to the inflation forecasts, also the GDP growth forecasts have a tendency to revert very fast

back to the perceived long-run growth rate. As a result, in both cases of inflation and GDP growth, the

sample standard errors are much higher than the standard errors computed from different forecast vintages,

especially at the end of the forecast horizon (see table A1.1).

The medium-term real GDP growth and inflation projections are summarised in figures 2.1 and 2.2. The

GDP growth projections do not revert towards a single long-run value over the sample, but rather the

projections seem to capture the slowdown of long-run growth rates over the sample period. While at the

beginning of the sample the GDP growth projections converged to growth rates of around 2.5%, more recently

the projections have converged to below 2% growth. This decline in the projected medium-term growth rate

is consistent with the trend-like decline in the real interest rates (see figure A1.2), and also with the more

recent Eurosystem’s view that the potential growth of the euro area economy is in the proximity of 1.5%. In

contrast to the medium-term GDP growth forecasts, the inflation forecasts do not show a similar downward

trend.

[Figure 2]
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3 Estimation of the ECB reaction function

In what follows, we estimate alternative specifications of the Eurosystem/ECB’s reaction functions for the

period 1999Q4-2014Q2 (i.e. until the zero lower bound was reached) and assess the ECB’s de facto inflation

target both directly and indirectly. In our extensive analysis, we pay special attention to real time data

challenges and we also focus on possible backward-looking features of the monetary policy decisions.

We proceed in two steps. We first consider simple output growth gap based (Taylor type) reaction functions,

which allow us to calculate the ECB’s implied inflation target based on the estimated parameters. Then, in

section 3.2, we consider less standard specifications where we use output growth as a cyclical variable due to

the difficulty of estimating the output gap in real time and the fact that the ECB’s communication is more

based on the current and future output growth than on the output gap (see e.g. Orphanides & van Norden

2002, Orphanides 2008, Gerlach, 2007).12 Using these specifications, we are able to assess the value of the

ECB’s de facto inflation target indirectly.13

When estimating non-standard specifications of the reaction function in section 3.2, we consider possible

backward-looking features in the ECB monetary policy making by following Neuenkirch & Tillmann (2014)14:

we augment our forward-looking specifications with a backward-looking inflation gap term, which measures

how strongly actual inflation has deviated on average from the presumed inflation target in recent quarters.

This past inflation gap, i.e. a “credibility loss term”, is specified as

CLt = (π̄t−1,t−q − π∗)|π̄t−1,t−q − π∗|. (1)

π̄t−1,t−q refers to an average past inflation rate and q to the number of lags. The CL term is specified such

that it penalizes both negative and positive deviations of average past inflation from the target symmetrically.
12For the euro area, the problem of reliable real time output gap estimates is especially severe, due to a relatively short sample

and methodological issues that arise from calculating the real time output gap based on country aggregations (Marcellino &
Musso (2011)).

13Output growth based reaction functions have been analysed by several authors. See for example Neuenkirch & Tillmann
(2014), Gerlach & Lewis (2014), Gorter et al. (2008) and Sturm & de Haan (2011).

14Neuenkirch & Tillmann (2014) analyze monetary policy in five inflation targeting economies: Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
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For instance, if average past inflation is one percentage point below or above the target, in both cases the

CL term gets the same absolute value but the sign is different. The absolute value term in equation (1)

weights large deviations of inflation from the target more than small ones, hence the term is non-linear. This

non-linear feature is needed to make indirect inference on the de facto inflation target.

This CL term, if found significant, introduces history dependence in the ECB policy making. Past inflation

developments may play a role in monetary policy setting because of various reasons. First, if the actual

inflation rate has been below (above) the inflation target over a long period of time, the central bank may

need to aim for a slightly faster (slower) rise in prices in the near future in order to achieve the inflation target

in the medium term. This implies more accommodative (tighter) policy than what the current economic

outlook would otherwise imply (see e.g. Woodford, 2007). Second, if inflation has persistently deviated

from the target, the central bank may react more aggressively than would be required by information

based on purely macroeconomic forecasts to maintain its credibility and commitment to the target. In this

case, monetary policy aims to ensure that general (longer-term) inflation expectations remain anchored to

the central bank’s inflation target (see e.g. Ehrmann 2015, Lyziak & Paloviita 2017). The third possible

interpretation relates to unconventional monetary policy and, above all, to forward guidance: in the context

of persistently low inflation, the central bank may promise to keep monetary policy accommodative even

after monetary policy should be tightened according to the current economic outlook. This kind of forward

guidance may appear in the reaction function as a link between the current policy rate and past inflation.15

Figure A1.3 presents the evolution of the ECB’s CL term for the inflation targets of 1.7% and 2.0%, using

seven lags over which the average past inflation π̄t−1,t−7 is measured. Both measures indicate that in the

mid-2000s, past inflation gaps were minor, while more pronounced past inflation gaps are measured around

2002, 2009, 2011 and 2013, and again after 2014 when the nominal interest rate hit the lower bound and

inflation slowed down persistently. The relatively large inflation gaps especially in the post-crisis period may

have had a significant impact on the ECB’s monetary policy.

Finally, at the end of this section, we evaluate the performance of estimated reaction functions by comparing
15Cœuré (2017) argues that the ECB’s forward guidance is based on a structural component that corresponds to the ECB

reaction function and a variable component which consists of evolving economic outlook. According to him, the reaction function
“includes the mapping of any desired monetary policy stance into instruments, such as policy rates and asset purchases”.
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their in-sample predictions against the key interest rates and their out-of-sample predictions against shadow

interest rates estimated by Kortela (2016) and by Wu & Xia (2016).

All estimations are based on the general method of moments (GMM) with lags of regressors as instruments.

We use the HAC (Newey-West (1987)) GMM weighting matrix, which accounts for heteroscedasticity and

serial autocorrelation in the estimated reaction function residuals. Use of the GMM in this context is

motivated by the potential simultaneity of the right hand side variables of the reaction function. It is

conceivable that the forecasts for inflation and the cyclical variable are affected by current monetary policy.

In addition, our reaction function includes a proxy for the neutral rate of interest, which is measured subject

to error. To the extent that these errors are correlated with other regressors, the OLS would give biased

estimates.

3.1 Linear reaction functions

We start with estimating a large number of competing linear reaction functions, in which we use the real

time output growth gap as a proxy for the cyclical stance in the economy:

it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ)(α+ βππ
f
t+j|t + βy(4yft+k|t −4y

∗
t ) + r∗t ) (2)

While this reaction function is not an outcome of explicit optimization based on a structural model and

the central bank’s preferences, it is comparable to an inflation forecast targeting procedure, advocated by

Svensson & Woodford (2005), as a way to implement optimal state-contingent policy.16

In equation (2), the MRO rate, the average EONIA rate or the end-of-quarter EONIA rate it measures

the monetary policy stance and the term it−1 captures interest rate smoothing. The term πft+j|t refers to

16The Eurosystem/ECB staff projections were at first based on a constant interest rate assumption, but in order to further
improve the quality and internal consistency of macroeconomic projections, both short-term and long-term interest rate as-
sumptions have been based on market expectations since the June 2006 projection exercise. According to the ECB (2006), “this
change is of a purely technical nature”, which “does not imply any change in the ECB’s monetary policy strategy or in the role
of projections within it”. We therefore interpret this change as if the internal forecasting procedure of the ECB had changed,
but we don’t expect a change in the reaction function itself.
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the ECB’s projection of j-quarters-ahead HICP inflation and 4yft+k|t to the ECB’s projection of k-quarters-

ahead real GDP growth. Potential output growth (4y∗t ) is proxied by long-run output growth projections.

The underlying assumption is that the medium-run growth projection for the euro area corresponds to the

assessed real time euro area growth potential.17

In the original Taylor’s (1993) formulation, the neutral real interest rate is set to a constant, equal to 2%.

This implies together with a 2% inflation target that the equilibrium nominal rate would be 4%. There is

compelling evidence that equilibrium real interest rates are variable and have been trending downwards both

in the U.S. and in the euro area recently.18 While the equilibrium real interest rate is difficult to estimate

and it is subject to large uncertainty, there is no reason why a time varying equilibrium rate could not be

incorporated into a policy rule.19 In line with Clarida (2012) and Neuenkirch & Tillmann (2014), we append

the reaction function with the long-term real interest rate as a proxy for the equilibrium real rate (r∗t ). We

use yields on German government bonds of different maturities and calculate the real rate by subtracting

either ex ante or ex post inflation from the nominal yield.20

In order to interpret the expression ‘below, but close to 2% ’, we need to solve the implicit inflation target in

equation (2). Assuming that (expected) inflation is at its target level (π∗), output growth is at the potential

level (4y∗t ), the natural rate is constant (r∗) and the policy rate is constant over time (i), we can present

the steady state version of the equation (2) in the following form: i = α+ βππ
∗ + r∗. When combined with

the Fisher equation (i = π∗ + r∗) we can find the implicit inflation target π∗ = −α/(βπ − 1).21

17Another option would have been to use potential output estimates. However, the real time estimates for euro area potential
output are only available from 2009Q2 at a quarterly frequency and from 2006 at an annual frequency in the ECB projection
data. It is also worth noting that in the ECB’s New Area-Wide Model (NAWM), the reaction function has been specified in
terms of deviations of output growth from its long-run empirical mean (Christoffel et al. 2008).

18Our specification of the interest rate rule, which includes a proxy for the natural rate of interest is akin also to Wicksell
(1898), who argued that in order to maintain price stability, monetary policy should aim to track some measure of neutral rate
determined purely by real factors (such as productivity of capital). King & Wolman (1999) and Woodford (2003) have shown
that such a rule can result from optimizing central bank behavior in a standard New Keynesian model. In this formulation
of the policy rule, when the equilibrium real rate rises, the central bank sets the interest rate higher so as to keep the output
(growth) close to its equilibrium level (see also Curdia et al., 2015).

19For discussion see e.g. Taylor (2018).
20Basing the proxy for the time varying natural rate on German bunds instead of generic GDP weighted composite euro area

bond yields is motivated in this context by the fact that German bund yields arguably do not contain the default risk premia
in the latter half of the sample.

21Since the implicit inflation target π∗ = −α/(βπ − 1) is a ratio of estimation coefficients, its 95% confidence band can be
computed with the help of the standard deviations of the coefficients α and βπ , and their correlation. Notice that the confidence
band of the implicit inflation target is typically not symmetric.
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When estimating reaction functions, forecast horizons for forward-looking variables are typically assumed to

be relatively short reflecting a poorer forecast accuracy over a longer period of time.22 However, we consider

forward-lookingness of the ECB’s policy responses without fixing forecasts horizons a priori by varying

forecast horizons of inflation and output growth from zero (i.e. nowcast) to four quarters. Correspondingly,

when constructing proxies for potential output growth, we use output growth projections from eight to eleven

quarters ahead.23

Among the resulting large number of reaction function candidates, we then use the following criteria to

choose our preferred specifications in order to assess the ECB’s de facto inflation target:

1. The computed inflation target must have a bounded 95% confidence interval, which implies that the

Taylor principle holds at the 5% level., i.e. βπ > 1 at the 5% level. If the 95% confidence interval

of (βπ − 1) includes zero, the computed inflation target π∗ = −α/(βπ − 1) does not have a bounded

confidence interval.

2. The 95% confidence interval of the inflation target should include some values between 1.5% and 2.0%.

If this is not the case, we conclude that the estimated reaction function is not consistent with the

definition of price stability and therefore it is not a good description of euro area monetary policy.

However, we do not (automatically) exclude models with a point estimate of π∗ below 1.5% or above

2.0%, as long as the 95% confidence interval includes some values between 1.5% and 2.0%.

3. We require that the estimated parameter for projected inflation should be larger than that for projected

real GDP growth: βπ > βy > 0.24

22For example, when estimating reaction functions for the ECB, both Neuenkirch & Tillmann (2014) and Gerlach & Lewis
(2014) consider one-year-ahead forecasts of inflation and output growth.

23We instrument our measure of potential output growth (8-quarters-ahead growth forecast) with 8-quarters-ahead growth
forecasts from past data vintages. Then to instrument for the output growth gap (output growth nowcast, or 1 to 4-quarters-
ahead forecast – potential output growth proxy), we use output growth nowcasts or forecasts from past data vintages (so that
both elements entering the instrument for the output growth gap are from the same data vintage). Furthermore, we also use
inflation nowcasts or forecasts from past data vintages as instruments. To be more specific, if output (inflation) forecast j = 0,
1, 2, 3, 4 periods ahead appears in the reaction function, we use the same forecast horizon from previous data vintages as an
instrument. Finally, we instrument the nominal interest rate and the natural rate proxy with their lags. For all variables, we
have used lags 2-4. Using different lags would give similar results.

24This is natural in the context of the ECB, as it does not have a dual mandate like the Federal Reserve. Furthermore, even
if the parameters we estimate are not structural, also in the structural model of the euro area used at the ECB (NAWM), the
estimated reaction function has this property.
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We end up with 750 different specifications altogether, 13 of which meet the selection criteria described

above. Typically, these specifications include the one-year-ahead inflation projection and the nowcast or

one-quarter-ahead real GDP gap projection.25 In these specifications, the ECB reacts rather strongly to

projected inflation (the point estimate of the coefficient of inflation forecast ranges between 2.8 and 5.4,

depending on specification). The reaction to the GDP growth gap is considerably more muted (typically the

point estimate is roughly 0.4 or 0.5).

Figure 3 shows the computed inflation targets and their 95% confidence intervals based on sampling uncer-

tainty from those 7 model variants where the width of the confidence band is 100 basis points or narrower.

In figure 3, the implied point estimate for the inflation target typically lies close to 1.8%. In the wider set

of 13 specifications where the maximum width of the confidence band is 200 basis points, there are also a

few rules with the inflation target at or below 1.6%. A rule with an inflation target of 2% or above is a rare

exception. Furthermore, while the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval can be rather low in some

rules, the upper bound typically lies below 2%. According to recursive estimations, the computed inflation

target is relatively stable over time, apart from the period of the financial crisis.26 In the specifications

presented in figure 4, the point estimates across the models vary between 1.49% and 1.87%.

[Figure 3]

[Figure 4]

Finally, we augment equation (2) with the past inflation gap term. We allow the number of lags in the

inflation gap term vary from 1 to 8 quarters. In this case, our preferred specification, in which all estimated

coefficients are reasonable (i.e. of the expected sign and of meaningful size) includes the one-year-ahead

inflation forecast, GDP growth nowcast, and a natural rate proxy based on the ex post real yield of ten-year

German bunds. The monetary policy stance is measured by EONIA (average over the quarter) and the
25There are also five specifications which meet selection criteria 1 and 3, but do not meet criterion 2. All five specifications

involve the two-quarters-ahead inflation projection. In these specifications the point estimate of the de facto inflation target is
roughly 3%, while the lower bound of the 95% confidence band is typically at roughly 2.5%; the upper bound of the confidence
band ranges from close to 4% to over 10%, depending on specification.

26Estimation results are available upon request.
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inflation gap is based on past 6 quarters. The point estimate for the de facto inflation target is π̂∗ = 1.77%

with a 95% confidence interval (capturing only sampling uncertainty) 1.62-1.91%.27

To summarize, our estimations so far suggest that the ECB’s monetary policy decisions are based on relatively

short-term macroeconomic projections and the ECB’s de facto inflation target lies between 1.7% and 1.8%.

This finding is in line with the analysis of the inflation forecasts in the previous section.

It is useful to compare our results to survey based measures of inflation expectations. Long-run inflation

expectations in the ECB Survey of Professional Forecasters are more dispersed but their mean is comparable

to our estimates of the de facto target. The distribution of long-term point estimates reveals that inflation

expectations have been hovering between 1.7-2.0% during 2002-2014. When looking at the aggregate prob-

ability distribution of long-term inflation expectations, the distribution is considerably wider than shown in

figures 3 and 4. Even if most of the probability mass is between 1.5-1.9%, there is a considerable probability

mass also between 0.5-1.4% and 2.0-2.9%, and even beyond (see ECB (2019)).

3.2 Reaction functions where cyclical variable is output growth

Measuring output gap and potential output in real time is notoriously difficult and it is unlikely to be a

good practice in policy making to base policy on such uncertain measures of cyclical position of the economy.

Indeed, the ECB does not discuss its output gap measures explicitly when it communicates its policy to the

public. Consequently, it is useful to consider reactions functions which do not directly rely on the output gap.

The caveat is that the linear specification does not allow us to infer the de facto inflation target. However,

with the inclusion of the non-linear CL term, we can again indirectly infer the value of the de facto inflation

target without a need to rely on an output gap measure.

3.2.1 Linear forward-looking reaction functions

For completeness, we discuss first the results from the linear specifications of the following form:
27Estimation results are available upon request.
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it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ)(α+ βπ(πft+j|t − π
∗) + βy 4 yft+k|t +Drnt ). (3)

In equation (3), it is the EONIA rate and the term πft+j|t refers to the ECB’s projection of j-quarters-ahead

HICP inflation and 4yft+k|t to the ECB’s projection of k-quarters-ahead real GDP growth (instead of output

growth gap as in equation (2)). Both ex ante and ex post proxies of the neutral real interest rate (rnt ) based

on the composite nominal yield of ten-year euro area government bonds are considered; when the natural

real rate enters (does not enter) into a reaction function, the dummy variable D is equal to one (zero). We

set the inflation target to a number close to 2%, more specifically π̂∗ = 1.9%.28

When estimating equation (3) with and without the natural real interest rate proxies, we again vary projection

horizons from zero (nowcast) to four quarters.29 We estimate 75 competing specifications altogether and

choose the preferred specification following model selection criteria by which the estimated coefficients for

forward-looking variables must imply that the interest rate reacts sufficiently strongly to projected inflation

and output in order to stabilize the economy, and the estimated parameter for projected inflation should be

larger than the one for projected real GDP growth. We also assess parameter stability as well as relevance

of the real interest rate variable in the reaction function by running estimations in which we extend the

pre-crisis sample (1999Q4-2008Q2) recursively a quarter by quarter until the whole sample 1999Q4-2014Q2

is reached.

As in the previous section, the results support specifications with i) very short-run (one-quarter-ahead)

GDP growth projections; ii) somewhat longer-term (one-year-ahead) inflation projections; and iii) reaction

functions including a proxy for the natural rate of interest.30

28In the NAWM model of the ECB, the operational definition of price stability is also set at 1.9% (Christoffel et al. 2008).
29We employ as instruments lagged variables from the same data vintage that is used in the monetary policy rule. We

instrument inflation and output growth forecasts and nowcasts with lags 2-5 of (realized) inflation and output growth. As
further instruments we use lags 3-4 of the nominal interest rates and lags 2-3 of the natural rate proxies. Using different lags
would give similar results.

30We obtain statistically significant coefficients also for the nowcast as well as one-quarter-ahead or four-quarters-ahead
inflation, if the forecast horizon for real GDP growth is very short, i.e. zero (nowcast) or one quarter. Notably, a specification
with the four-quarters-ahead inflation and one-quarter-ahead real GDP growth (i.e. πf

t+4|t and 4y
f
t+1|t produces satisfactory

coefficient estimates with either of the two proxies of the natural real interest rate, as well as without a natural rate proxy.
Regarding parameter stability, we have estimated reaction functions with the four-quarters-ahead inflation (πf

t+4|t) and one-
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Table 1 summarizes our preferred linear specification, based on a four-quarters-ahead inflation gap and one-

quarter-ahead output growth. According to this specification, the ECB reacts to a projected inflation gap

about three times stronger than to a projected cyclical stance measured by output growth. The interest rate

smoothing is rather high as expected and the relatively large coefficient for the inflation gap implies that

the Taylor principle clearly holds: the real ex ante interest rate increases when inflation rises. Inclusion of

a time varying natural rate has only a small effect on the coefficient on output growth. The effect on the

coefficient for expected inflation gap is somewhat larger, but this difference is partly mechanical, because

we measure the real interest rate as a difference between a composite nominal yield of ten-year euro area

government bonds and real time estimates of the current or one-period-ahead inflation forecast. Overall, it

seems reasonable that the ECB conditions its interest rate decisions on the short end of the forecast horizon

due to increasing difficulties to predict inflation and growth in the medium and longer term.

[Table 1]

3.2.2 Symmetric responses to past inflation gaps

Next, we augment our preferred linear specification with a backward-looking “credibility loss term” CLt so

that:

it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ)(α+ βπ(πft+4|t − π
∗) + βy 4 yft+1|t + γCLt + rnt ) (4)

where the CLt term is specified as in equation (1).

As discussed at the beginning of this section, this term captures the idea that the central bank may set the

interest rate higher (lower) today if the past inflation gap is positive (negative) even if inflation is projected

quarter-ahead GDP (4yf
t+1|t) for the (pre-Lehman) period of 1999Q4-2008Q2, and then expanded the sample one quarter at

a time until 2014Q2. We obtain more stable coefficients for inflation and output growth with a natural interest rate proxy in
the specification than without it. In addition, the specification using the ex ante natural real interest rate seems to work even
better than the ex post natural real interest rate. All results are available upon request.
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to be at the target in the near future.31 32 Concerns for past inflation gaps may reflect e.g. the central

bank’s desire and commitment to correct past errors. Note also that the credibility loss term weights large

average past deviations of inflation from the target (π∗) more than small ones. Note that in Bernanke’s

(2017b) proposal of temporary price level targeting, the key additional element in the policy rule is the term

which captures the cumulative inflation shortfall since the beginning of zero lower bound until the exit date

(see also Hebden and López-Salido, 2018). The CL term captures a similar idea, but it introduces additional

inertia in policy making also at normal times when inflation deviates from the target.

When estimating equation (4), we allow for the length of the time span, i.e. the number of lags (q) over

which the average past inflation is measured, to vary from 1 to 8 quarters.33 We also consider a number of

different inflation targets π∗, at or below 2%; the lowest inflation target rate examined is chosen to be 1.6%

in the light of figure 1 and the results from section 3.1. This exercise allows us to draw additional indirect

inference concerning both the ECB’s de facto inflation target and the ECB’s concerns of past inflation gaps.

Estimation results are summarized in table A2.2. Based on our model evaluation criteria, longer credibility

loss time spans, ranging up to 6-8 lags and lower inflation target rates (perhaps even as low as 1.6% or 1.7%)

produce the most satisfactory and relatively robust coefficient estimates (estimated parameters seem to be

relatively stable when the sample rolls recursively over the financial crisis towards 2014Q234). Our preferred

nonlinear specification is reported in table 2. Compared to the linear specification in table 1, we now obtain

smaller coefficients for interest rate smoothing and projected inflation gap while the ECB seems to react

relatively strongly to past inflation gaps. The estimated output growth coefficient is roughly unchanged

relative to the preferred linear specification.

[Table 2]

In sum, we find that a concern for past errors seem to have played a role in the ECB’s policy decisions.
31Monetary policy credibility measures proposed by de Mendonca & de Guimarães e Souza (2009) is also based on past

deviations of inflation from the target.
32Using quite similar an approach, Dovern & Kenny (2017) investigate the impacts of “too low for too long” on long-term

inflation expectations of professional forecasters in the euro area. They define an inflation “performance gap” as the difference
between recent long-term inflation expectations and a moving average of past inflation rates.

33We do not instrument for the CL terms (which include past values of inflation), while the rest of the right-hand-side variables
are instrumented as explained in section 3.2.1.

34The results are available upon request.
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Quite intuitively, however, the ECB has responded only to persistent inflation gaps as indicated by the long

lags of the credibility loss term.35 Consistently with the findings from section 3.1., also these results suggest

that the ECB’s de facto inflation target has been considerably below 2%, perhaps even as low as 1.6% or

1.7%.36 Hence, the results for the de facto inflation target do not seem to be overly sensitive to the choice

of the cyclical variable or even the inclusion of the past inflation gap term.37

3.2.3 Asymmetric responses to past inflation gaps

Next, we consider possible asymmetry in the ECB’s policy making, i.e. we allow for different responses to

positive and negative past inflation gaps. We estimate the following specification:

it = ρ ∗ it−1 + (1− ρ) ∗ (α+ βπ ∗ (πft+4|t − π
∗) + βy ∗ 4yft+1|t + γ1 ∗ CL+

t + γ2 ∗ CL−t + rnt ) (5)

where

CL+
t = DCL

t ∗ CLt

CL−t = (1−DCL
t ) ∗ CLt.

In equation (5), the dummy variable DCL
t is equal to one (zero) if CLt > 0 (CLt < 0). The coefficient γ1

captures monetary policy reactions to past positive and the coefficient γ2 to past negative inflation gaps.

In order to measure the ECB’s credibility concerns in a meaningful way, the parameters γ1 and γ2 must be

positive, but their sizes may differ.
35This is reasonable, since monetary policy is not expected to respond to temporary shocks to inflation such as large variations

in energy prices.
36Bletzinger & Wieland (2017), using the ECB Survey of Professional Forecasters and European Commission estimates for

potential growth, and considering a target range of 1.5-2.0%, conclude that the ECB point inflation target is 1.7%. Furthermore,
when estimating first-difference policy rules by Orphanides (2003), Hartmann & Smets (2018) conclude that the ECB’s implicit
target is 1.81%.

37As a further robustness check, we have estimated also a number of linear reaction functions without any real activity
measure. These specifications are based on the assumption that the ECB policy responds only to projected inflation. The
results are not sensitive to the inclusion or exclusion of a cyclical variable.
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Again, we run several competing specifications in order to draw some inference concerning both the ECB’s

de facto inflation target and the ECB’s concerns of past inflation gaps. In table A2.3, the credibility loss

term is based on 1-8 lags of actual inflation and the inflation target varies from 1.6 to 2.0%. Consistent with

our results for symmetric reaction functions, table A2.3 indicates that the time span of the past inflation

gap should be rather long, ranging from 6 to 8 quarters (the ECB reacts only to rather persistent inflation

gaps). However, as our preferred specification in table 3 reveals, now the inflation target closer to 2% seems

more appropriate but the ECB’s policy is asymmetric: it responds more aggressively to positive than to

negative inflation gaps (i.e. the parameter estimate for γ1 is significantly larger than for γ2).38 Such an

asymmetric reaction to past inflation gaps implies that, over a long period of time, inflation will be below

2%, i.e. asymmetry itself lowers the de facto inflation target.39

[Table 3]

As for the estimated coefficient for inflation, this policy rule suggests that the ECB is considerably backward-

looking. The estimated coefficient for the one-year-ahead inflation forecast is small, three to four times smaller

than in the previous estimations (see tables 1 and 2). At the same time, the point estimate for the output

growth term is somewhat higher.

In order to assess whether asymmetric policy responses reflect the zero lower bound of interest rates, we

have re-estimated the reaction function (5) using a shadow rate instead of EONIA for a longer sample

1999Q1-2016Q4. The results are qualitatively unchanged.40

In summary, the ECB’s definition of price stability seems to manifest itself in two alternative ways. Either

the de facto target of the ECB is significantly below 2% and policy responses to past inflation gaps are
38Note that a time invariant potential output can be calculated as 4y∗ = (π∗ −α)/βy . According to the symmetric reaction

function (asymmetric reaction function), the average projected potential output growth is 2.5% (2.3%). These numbers naturally
deviate somewhat from the ex post data, reflecting both real time uncertainty of future real GDP growth and end-point-problems.
At the same time, the implied projected potential growth rates are in line with the Eurosystem/ECB staff real GDP growth
projections. The projected growth rates at the end of each projection horizon are good proxies for the real time estimates of
the projected potential output growth. As already discussed in section 2, the ECB’s projections of real GDP growth converge
to values between slightly below 2% and 3%.

39According to the asymmetry analysis by Hartmann and Smets (2018), the ECB’s accommodative policy responses are
mainly due to decreasing output growth projections and tightening policy responses are mainly due to above the target inflation
projections.

40Estimation results are available upon request.
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symmetric, or the ECB’s inflation target is close to 2% and it reacts more strongly to past positive than

to past negative inflation gaps. The two policy rule specifications have also other interesting differences: in

the case of the symmetric specification, the policy response to the projected inflation is clearly higher (three

times higher) and to past inflation gaps substantially lower compared to the asymmetric specification. While

in both cases a reaction to past inflation gaps implies that the ECB attempts to correct past inflation misses,

this behavior is particularly strong under the asymmetric specification. Given that there is no substantial

difference in the interest rate smoothing coefficient, the ECB appears to be more forward-looking under the

symmetric specification. As for now, there is no clear statistical criteria by which we could give preference

to either of the two reaction function specifications.

4 Predictive performance of different reaction functions

4.1 In-sample predictions

The performance of our preferred reaction functions from tables 1 to 3 can be assessed by comparing their

in-sample predictions to the EONIA interest rate. Figure 5 indicates that the asymmetric reaction function

deviates at times significantly from the EONIA rate and from predictions of the two other functions, especially

at the beginning of the sample, when the euro area inflation was quite often above 2%. During 2005-2007,

however, the asymmetric reaction function tracks relatively well the EONIA rate. In mid-2008 it misses

the increase in the EONIA rate, and from there on it stays most of the time above EONIA and also above

predictions of the two other reaction functions. Both the symmetric and linear reaction function would have

implied a stronger interest rate hike prior to the financial crisis, but in general more lax policy after 2009.

[Figure 5]

The linear reaction function, which only responds to the expected future path of the economy and not at

all to past inflation gaps, generates the lowest interest rate path (i.e. the most accommodative monetary

policy stance) at the end of the sample. This reflects relatively strong responses to the projected slowdown of
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inflation during this period. The symmetric nonlinear reaction function with a low de facto target inflation

generates a similar path, but yields somewhat a less accommodative policy stance, because it puts weight

on a past positive inflation gap (see figure A1.3) and the impact of the projected slowdown of inflation is

smaller. Excluding the end of the sample, the linear and symmetric nonlinear reaction functions give rather

similar predictions for the interest rate path until about 2012. According to these specifications, the zero

lower bound would have been reached in 2009, i.e. much earlier than it was actually reached. Instead,

according to the asymmetric nonlinear reaction function the zero lower bound would not have been reached

at all.

4.2 Out-of-sample predictions and comparison to shadow rates

How do the estimated reaction functions describe the monetary policy stance under unconventional monetary

policy measures when the interest rate has hit the zero lower bound? In other words, are unconventional

and conventional measures determined by the same basic principles, so that unconventional measures can

be thought of as a continuation of conventional monetary policy when the zero lower bound is reached?

Assuming that one of our preferred policy rule specifications provides a reasonable description of the ECB

monetary policy until 2014, the same policy strategy should have been applied also afterwards for this policy

to be time-consistent. In fact, the ECB has recently emphasized in its communication that the reaction

function has not changed despite the zero lower bound period and the instruments of monetary policy

(Hutchinson & Smets (2017)).

In July 2013, the ECB introduced explicit forward guidance to inform markets and the public on its future

intentions with regard to key policy rates, and in January 2015 the ECB launched an expanded asset

purchase programme (APP) to address risks of too low inflation for prolonged a period. Previously, the

ECB had emphasized in its communication that it does not pre-commit on monetary policy decisions. Also

other unconventional monetary policy measures were adopted in 2015 and 2016 in order to maintain an

accommodative stance of monetary policy. The deposit rate was cut in June and September 2014 to -0.2%,

reaching for the first time a negative territory.41

41Since mid-2014, in order to provide financing to euro area credit institutions, two series of targeted longer-term refinancing
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To analyze the recent euro area monetary policy stance, we use our preferred reaction functions (estimated

for the period 1999Q4-2014Q2) to produce dynamic out-of-sample forecasts for the period 2014Q3-2016Q4.

Our aim is to assess how closely the whole path of dynamically predicted interest rate matches to the measure

of the ECB’s monetary policy stance. In each quarter, the prediction is conditional on the Eurosystem/ECB

staff real time forecasts and the lagged prediction of the interest rate from the corresponding rule.

In figure 6.1, the implied interest rates are compared with the shadow rate estimated by Kortela (2016). He

argues that the euro area shadow rate had gradually decreased to about -3% by the end of 2016, while a

temporary increase was experienced in 2015. The dynamic out-of-sample forecast of the interest rate implied

by our linear rule remains negative and stable around -1% throughout the whole zero lower bound period;

it is roughly one percentage point below the EONIA rate but considerably higher than the shadow rate for

most of the period.

[Figure 6]

The nonlinear reaction functions taking into account a credibility loss imply falling interest rates over the

period 2014Q3-2016Q4. The symmetric nonlinear reaction function with a low de facto inflation target of

1.7% seems to track the shadow rate considerably better than the asymmetric nonlinear reaction function

with an inflation target of 2%. This suggests, tentatively, that the ECB’s definition of price stability is best

characterized by an inflation target that is markedly below 2%, but the ECB is symmetric in its reactions to

past inflation gaps. If we consider the symmetric reaction function based on a lower inflation target of 1.6%,

which is also a plausible target rate according to our estimation results shown in table A2.2, the implied

predictions are even closer to the shadow rate (figure 6.2).

Finally, as a robustness check, we compare the same out-of-sample predictions to another shadow interest

operations (TLTROs) were introduced: the first series of eight operations (LTRO-I) was announced in June 2014, and a second
series of four operations (LTRO-II) in March 2016. In September 2014, the ECB made announcements of the third covered
bond purchase programme (CBPP3), an asset-backed securities purchase programme (ABSPP) and a further deposit facility
rate cut. APP purchases were started in March 2015 and they were re-calibrated in December 2015, March 2016 and December
2016. The ECB took a number of non-standard measures already in the earlier phase of the crisis, but these measures were
mainly targeted to provide ample liquidity for the euro area banks and they were taken in tandem with standard interest rate
cuts.
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rate estimated by Wu & Xia (2016).42 As shown in appendix 3, their shadow rate is steadily decreasing

to about -5% in 2016. Compared to Kortela’s (2016), their analysis indicates even more accommodative a

monetary policy stance in the euro area in recent years. The main technical difference between Kortela and

Wu & Xia is that Kortela allows for a time-varying lower bound for the euro area, reflecting the expected path

of the deposit facility rate. The Wu & Xia’s methodology is based on a constant lower bound assumption.

Nevertheless, also in the Wu & Xia’s case, the symmetric reaction functions with a low de facto inflation

target (1.6% or 1.7%) seem to characterize most accurately the conducted policy in the euro area. In

general, estimated shadow rates are of course subject to large uncertainty. As reported in Hartmann and

Smets (2018), the shadow rates vary between close to -8% and 0% in the period 2014-2017.

5 Conclusions

In the recent discussion of the ECB’s monetary policy, there has been a vivid debate on what the ECB’s

de facto target is, whether the reaction function is symmetric, and if it is, around which inflation target?

Increased clarity about the central bank’s reaction function and inflation target helps to anchor inflation

expectations by reducing uncertainty on the central bank’s future actions.43 In this paper, we have shed

some more light on the ECB’s de facto inflation target, possible asymmetry of policy responses and its

reaction function in general. To do this, we have estimated a large number of competing specifications for the

ECB’s reaction function. We have used extensively the real time projections from the Eurosystem/ECB staff

macroeconomic projection exercises conducted in 1999Q4-2016Q4. Quarterly real time dataset has enabled

us to assess realistically the ECB Governing Council’s monetary policy decision making by estimating the

reaction functions with the same information it has available when it decides on the monetary policy stance.

After estimating reaction functions including different levels of the de facto inflation target, different cyclical

variables, a time varying natural rate, varying degrees of backward-looking and forward-looking information

contained in our real time data, and asymmetry, we have arrived to the following robust findings.
42The shadow interest rate constructed by Wu & Xia (2016) is based on an analytical representation for bond prices in a

SRTSM model (https://www.quandl.com/data/SHADOWS/EUROPE-European-Central-Bank-Shadow-Rate).
43See e.g. Taylor (2018) for general discussion on the benefits of rule based policy and Bernanke and Mishkin (1997) and

Bundick and Smith (2018) for the importance of a specific numerical inflation target for anchoring inflation expectations in the
US.
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First, the de facto inflation target of the ECB is well below 2%, perhaps even as low as 1.6–1.8%. This

finding is also consistent with the fact that the Eurosystem/ECB staff medium-term inflation projections

have had a tendency to converge rapidly on values well below 2%.

Second, the reaction function specifications which include both forward-looking information from the pro-

jections and past inflation developments seem to characterize the best the ECB’s monetary policy decisions

during the whole sample. We find some evidence on asymmetry around the presumed 2% inflation target,

but the dynamic out-of-sample predictions of the symmetric reaction function with a 1.6-1.7 de facto target

is better in line with the evolution of shadow rates than the asymmetric reaction function during the zero

lower bound period.

Our results suggest that, in general, the ECB’s policy reaction function follows the basic optimality principles

in accordance with its mandate. We find that the ECB Governing Council responds relatively strongly to

the expected short-term future course of the economy, i.e. its forecasts for inflation and the measure of real

economic activity, but it also aims at correcting past persistent deviations of inflation from the target. The

forward-looking nature of its policy is motivated by the fact that monetary policy affects the economy only

gradually, hence inflation and output forecasts should be an integral part of the inflation-targeting strategy.

That policy has also a backward-looking element, consistent with the ECB communication, according to

which the launch of asset purchase programmes and other uncoventional policy measures can be justified as

a response to too-prolonged a period of low inflation.44 At the same time, however, asymmetric responses

to inflation and/or a low de facto inflation target indicated by our findings may hamper the ECB’s ability

to achieve its inflation aim. There are a number of reasons for this.

Firstly, when approaching the inflation target from below, the central bank may need to tolerate inflation

rates above the target. Overshooting the target for a limited time may help the central bank to achieve its

inflation aim faster and more efficiently when interest rates are at the zero lower bound. Under credible

monetary policy, overshooting the target raises inflation expectations and lowers the ex ante real interest

rate. This boosts consumption and investment and therefore reduces economic slack in the standard New

Keynesian type of models.
44See http://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/key/date/2018/html/ecb.sp180314_1.en.html.
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Secondly, for a given equilibrium real interest rate, anchoring of inflation expectations to relatively low a

level also leads to low nominal rates over the business cycle. This reduces the scope to absorb shocks in

economic downturns and increases the likelihood of hitting the zero lower bound. With forward-looking price

setting behavior, the expectation that monetary policy has less scope to absorb negative shocks in the future

can further lower the current inflation. Miles et al. (2017) have also recently stressed that in the current low

inflation environment, overshooting the target is necessary and the targeted rate of inflation should not be

too low.45

45In the United States, too, the level and symmetry of the targeted rate of inflation has been discussed recently. See for
example speeches by Evans:
https://www.chicagofed.org/publications/speeches/2017/11-15-2017-low-inflation-and-symmetry-of-two-percent-
target-charles-evans-london-ubs,
https://www.chicagofed.org/publications/speeches/2017/09-25-17-puzzle-low-inflation-implications-monetary-
policy.
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Figure 1. Median inflation projections conditioned on latest observed inflation rate during
each projection exercise

Note: On the horizontal axis, the label "F0" refers to the real time current-quarter nowcasts and the label "F1" to the one-
quarter-ahead projections, etc. The curves "MAX" and "MIN" refer to the highest and lowest inflation projections made in
1999Q4-2016Q4.

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.

Figure 2. Medium-term projections

Figure 2.1. Real GDP growth Figure 2.2. Inflation

Note: The graphs present the real GDP growth and inflation projections for the last quarter of the projection horizon for each
projection exercise (the horizontal axis).

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.
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Figure 3. Inflation target: point estimates and 95% confidence bands

Note: All specifications (1-7) displayed in the figure include the one-year-ahead inflation projection. Specifications 1-5 also
include the GDP growth nowcast, while specification 6 includes the one-quarter-ahead, and specification 7 the two-quarters-
ahead GDP growth forecast. In specifications 1-6, the monetary policy stance is measured by EONIA (quarterly average), while
in specification 7 the stance is measured by the MRO rate (end of period). The natural rate of interest is proxied by the real
yield on German government bonds of different maturities: 1) 5 years (ex post), 2) 3 years (ex post), 3) 2 years (ex post), 4) 5
years (ex ante), 5) 3 years (ex ante), 6) 1 year (ex post), 7) 5 years (ex ante).

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.

Figure 4. Recursive expanding window estimations

Note: The presented specification includes the four-quarters-ahead inflation projections, output growth nowcasts and the ex
ante real natural interest rate. The end of the estimation window is extended recursively from 2006Q1 to 2014Q2. Point
estimates are not shown for periods for which the confidence band isn’t bounded.

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.
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Figure 5. Dynamic in-sample predictions of different reaction functions

Note: The dynamic in-sample predictions are based on our preferred specifications of the ECB’s reaction function reported in
sections 3.2.1-3.2.3.

Sources: ECB, Thomson Reuters and authors’ own calculations.

Figure 6. Shadow rate by Kortela (2016) and predictions based on different reaction functions

Figure 6.1. Figure 6.2.

Note: The symmetric responses to a credibility loss refer to a reaction function with a low de facto inflation target (1.7% or
1.6%). The asymmetric responses to a credibility loss refer to a reaction function with an inflation target of 2.0%.

Sources: ECB, authors’ own calculations and Kortela (2016) for the shadow rate.
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Table 1. Baseline linear reaction function with output growth as cyclical variable

it = ρ ∗ it−1 + (1− ρ) ∗ (α+ βπ ∗ (πft+4|t − 1.9) + βy ∗ 4yft+1|t + r̃10yrt )

Note: This table shows the GMM estimation results of our preferred linear reaction function of the ECB. The estimation
sample is 1999Q4-2014Q2. See the main text for the definition of the variables and table A2.1 for alternative competing linear
specifications. The reported J-statistic is the Sargent-Hansen test for validity of the instruments.

Table 2. Baseline reaction function with symmetric response to past inflation gap

it = ρ ∗ it−1 + (1− ρ) ∗ (α+ βπ ∗ (πft+4|t − 1.7) + βy ∗ 4yft+1|t + γ ∗ CLt + r̃10yrt )

where CLt = (π̄t−1,t−7 − 1.7)|π̄t−1,t−7 − 1.7|

Note: This table shows the GMM estimation results of our preferred reaction function of the ECB including symmetric reactions
to past inflation gaps. The estimation sample is 1999Q4-2014Q2. See the main text for the definition of the variables and table
A2.2 for alternative specifications. The reported J-statistic is the Sargent-Hansen test for validity of the instruments.
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Table 3. Baseline reaction function with asymmetric response to past inflation gap

it = ρ ∗ it−1 + (1− ρ) ∗ (α+ βπ ∗ (πft+4|t − 2.0) + βy ∗ 4yft+1|t + γ1 ∗ CL+
t + γ2 ∗ CL−t + rnt )

where CLt = (π̄t−1,t−7 − 2.0)|π̄t−1,t−7 − 2.0|

Note: This table shows the GMM estimation results of our preferred asymmetric reaction function of the ECB. The estimation
sample is 1999Q4-2014Q2. See the main text for the definition of the variables and table A2.3 for alternative competing
specifications. The reported J-statistic is the Sargent-Hansen test for validity of the instruments. The F-statistic is obtained
from the test for asymmetry of the reaction function, by testing equality of the positive and negative credibility loss term
coefficient estimates.
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Appendix 1: Figures and tables

Figure A1.1. EONIA and shadow
rate at end of each quarter

Figure A1.2. Proxies of long-run
natural real interest rate

Sources: Thomson Reuters (EONIA) and
Kortela (2016) (the shadow rate).

Note: The long-run real interest rate equals to
the difference of a euro area composite nominal
yield of ten-year government bonds or the yield
of German ten-year bonds and the real time
nowcast of inflation rate.

Sources: ECB, Thomson Reuters and authors’
own calculations.

Figure A1.3. Values of credibility loss term

Note: The horizon over which the average inflation is measured is seven quarters (π̄t−1,t−7). See the main text above for the
definition of the credibility term.

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.
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Table A1.1. Characteristics of projection data

Note: The sample spans from 1999Q4 to 2016Q4 (69 quarters in total).

Sources: ECB and authors’ own calculations.
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Appendix 2: Summary of estimations

Table A2.1. Coefficients of inflation and GDP growth in reaction function (1), with different
projection horizons for inflation (rows) and output growth (columns)

a) Linear policy reaction function without a natural rate of interest

b) Linear reaction function with r10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate of interest

c) Linear reaction function with r̃10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate of interest

Note:

1. In each cell the first entry is the coefficient of inflation, βπ , while the second entry is the coefficient of real GDP growth,
βy .

2. Coefficient estimates which are statistically significant, at least at the 5% level, are marked by *.

3. Bolded numbers mark model variants, where i) both coefficients βπ and βy are statistically significant, ii) the coefficient
of inflation is greater than one, and iii) the coefficient of inflation is greater than the coefficient of real GDP growth.

4. We have added a grey background color to the combinations of inflation and output projection horizons (πf
t+4|t,

4yf
t+1|t) which satisfy the criteria i) - iii) in all the reaction functions (a, b and c), with and without a natural rate

proxy.
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Table A2.2. Symmetric monetary policy responses to credibility loss in reaction function (2)

a) Reaction functions that include the long real interest rate r10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate

b) Reaction functions that include the ex ante long real interest rate r̃10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate

Note:

1. The table reports estimates of the coefficient γ for the credibility loss term CLt, for different spans of past inflation
(rows) and inflation targets (columns).

2. Coefficient estimates γ which are of the correct sign (positive) and statistically significant, at least at the 5% level, are
marked by *.

3. We have bolded the model specifications where also the coefficients of inflation and GDP growth projections (βπ and βy ,
not shown in the table) are positive and statistically significant, and in addition βπ > βy .

4. We have added a grey background color to the combinations of past inflation spans and inflation targets which meet
the conditions 2 and 3 in both types of reaction functions considered here (i.e. these combinations are bolded in both
tables, a and b).
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Table A2.3. Asymmetric monetary policy responses to credibility loss in reaction function (3)

a) Reaction functions that include the long real interest rate r10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate

b) Reaction functions that include the ex ante long real interest rate r̃10yrt as a proxy for the natural rate

Note:

1. The table reports estimates of monetary policy reactions to a positive past inflation gap (coefficient γ1, left entry in each
cell) and a negative past inflation gap (coefficient γ2, right entry in each cell), for different spans of past inflation (rows)
and different de facto inflation targets (columns).

2. Coefficient estimates which are of the correct sign (positive) and statistically significant, at least at the 5% level, are
marked by *.

3. Bolded numbers mark model variants where i) both coefficients are of the correct sign (positive), ii) at least the reaction
to a past positive inflation gap (γ1) is significantly different from zero, and iii) the policy reaction to past positive
deviations from the inflation target is significantly stronger than the reaction to past negative deviations from the target
(i.e. γ1 is significantly larger than γ2, at least at the 5% level).

4. We have added a grey background color to the combinations of past inflation span and inflation target (π̄t−1,t−7 and
target 2.0), which satisfy the criteria i), ii) and iii) in both types of reaction functions considered here (i.e. in tables a
and b).
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Appendix 3: Shadow rate by Wu & Xia (2016) and predictions based on different reaction
functions

Figure A3.1. Figure A3.2.

Note: The symmetric responses to a credibility loss refer to a reaction function with a low de facto inflation target (1.6% or
1.7%). The asymmetric responses to a credibility loss refer to a reaction function with an inflation target of 2.0%.

Sources: ECB, authors’ own calculations and Wu & Xia (2016) for the shadow rate.
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